2020-21 Meal Plan Information

“It’s MORE Than Just Food,... It’s a Lifestyle”
This Year’s Theme

Our goal with this theme is to spread positivity within our dining locations and showcase our true love for food! More than ever we also want to ensure our campus feels a sense of community and realizes our brands care about your student and their safety.
- Temperatures taken daily at each location upon arrival
- Masks worn by all associates at all times
- Gloves changed every 15 minutes or when dirty/torn
- Uniform coverings are worn as needed
- Face shields to be worn if a mask is not suitable or in high contamination areas
- Sanitize hands when handwashing isn’t available
- Wash hands on timed schedule following proper procedures
- Require all visitors to sanitize hands and put on a mask
- Testing when available/local guidelines
- Social distancing messaging at clock-in and staggered break times
Social Distancing Protection
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Enjoy THE DINING HALLS

Dalton Kitchen
All-you-care-to-eat dining facility with varying main dishes and sides, plus unique specials daily. Pizza, pasta, hamburgers, salad bar, deli bar, and breakfast served all day.

NEW RIVER GRILLE HOUSE
All-you-care-to-eat dining during lunch featuring a rotating menu and seasonal specials. Fine-dining, sit-down meal during dinner, complete with table service.

** In light of new social distancing requirements, every location is subject to hour changes as the semester progresses or volume demands necessary.**
Explore other parts of campus

The Bonnie

Terrace shops

Other locations

** In light of new social distancing requirements, every location is subject to hour changes as the semester progresses or volume demands necessary.
Enjoy without the worry

Don't be shy, self-identify!

Don’t Be Shy, Self-Identify – it’s easy!

1. Register your allergy concerns with us
2. Look for an email prior to the start of the semester with information on how to log your allergen on Dine on Campus
3. Talk with a Manager or Chef on duty at any location to assist you with meal options using your Allergen Card (if needed)
Understanding Your options

Meal plans - how do they work?

Choose the plan that best fits your needs

Meal Plans are loaded to your ONE card

Swipe at applicable locations and enjoy
Options for every appetite

WHICH MEAL PLAN BEST FITS ME?

ON CAMPUS RESIDENT

I prefer the all-you-care-to-eat dining halls

15 OR 19 PLUS PLAN

This plan provides 19 meals per week in our two all you can eat dining halls and $150 Food Dollars which can be spent at all retail locations.

I want to try a little bit of everything

FLEX PLAN

This plan you receive $660 Flex Dollars at a declining balance + $30 vending dollars. With the use of this plan you receive a built-in discount of 50-70% all dining purchases.

*What’s a Flex Dollar? When using flex dollars, the meal plan discount is automatically applied on the front-end dollar amount. Meaning, the price paid for meals is 50% (retail) or 66-70% (dining halls) below what is advertised.

*The Flex Plan is the default (and most popular) plan for on-campus residents, so if you’re satisfied with it, no need to do anything on your end!
Options for every appetite

WHICH MEAL PLAN BEST FITS ME?

**COMMUTER**

**BLOCK 65 PLAN**
At the start of each semester you will begin with 65 meals swipes/exchanges to be used at any time. (The exchange rate is $8.37 in all retail locations)

**FLEX JR. PLAN**
This plan you receive $330 Flex Dollars at a declining balance. With the use of this plan you receive a built in discount of 50-70% all dining purchases.

**BLOCK 90 PLAN**
At the start of each semester you will begin with 90 meals swipes/exchanges to be used at any time. (The exchange rate is $8.37 in all retail locations)

**RESIDENTIAL PLAN**
Commuters are also eligible to use any on campus resident plan, or, try Flex Jr. if you plan to eat on campus have of the time.

Running low? Supplement block plans with Food Dollars Plus and Flex Jr with Flex Dollars Plus.
Options for every appetite

THE UNIVERSITY APARTMENT

- **I cook for myself a lot**
  - **UNIVERSITY APT PLAN**
    - This plan provides a total of 105 meals and $200 Food Dollars (at an $8.37 exchange rate in all retail locations) to be used throughout the semester.

- **I rarely cook for myself**
  - **RESIDENTIAL PLAN**
    - University Apartment Residents are also eligible to use any on campus resident plan.

The University Apartment Block Plan is a ”Best Value” plan and is the minimum requirement for apartment residents. It’s the default plan for apartment residents as well.
Experience in the kitchen and beyond

Meet the staff

Adrean Harris
Resident District Manager

Mary Beth Sutherland
Retail Operations Director

Chef James
Executive Chef, Dalton Kitchen

Jade Sutherland
Marketing Manager
Download, Follow, and Connect

@RadfordUDining or Radford University Dining Services. For more information, download the On Campus App, visit DineOnCampus.com/Radford, email us at dining@Radford.edu, or call us at (540) 831-5351.

MENUS. EVENTS. FREE GIVEAWAYS. HOURS. SPECIALS. Get Hired.
Get Paid **while having fun**

- Free meal with every shift worked
- We work with your school schedule
- Learn invaluable skills to enhance your resume
- No need to leave campus or move your car

- Become a barista at Starbucks
- Serve at exquisite events in Catering
- Explore your culinary talent in Dalton Kitchen
- Perfect your customer service skills in NRGH
- Learn about nationally recognized retail chains

**We’re hiring**

Check out our website for links and additional information